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79. On q.Additive Iunctions. I

By J.-L. ]VIAUCLAIRE*) and Leo MURATA**)

(Communicated by Shokichi IYANAGA, M. J. A., June 14, 1983)

1o Let q be an arbitrary fixed natural number >_ 2. Then a
natural number n can be written in the unique way"

n= a(n)q, O<a(n)<q-1 (q-adic expansion of n).
k=0

We say that an arithmetic function g(n) is q-additive, if

(1) g(0)=0 and g(n)= g(a(n)q)
k=O

whenever n= ,=o a(n)q (cf. Gelfond [1]). ***) The function "Sum of
digits" Sq(n) defined by Sq(n)==o a(n), is a typical example of a q-
additive function.

Let [x] denote the integral part of x, and (s, r/q), 1 <r< q the
Hurwitz zeta function defined by (s, r/q)==o (m+r/q)-" for Re (s)
1. We put

Ig(n)" q-additive function such tha.t

the convergence abscissao g([t])t--dt<oo},
={H(z) Taylor series in z with positive radius

of convergence}.
In this article we give a result concerning a relation between

and . Our theorem is"
Theorem. For q given functions Hr(z) e , lr<q, there exist

a unique g(n) e and a unique H(z) e such that

( 2 ) Hr(q-) s, s g([t])t--ldt+q-lH(q-)(s).
r=l

Conversely, for a given g(n) e and an H(z) e , there exists a unique
system Hr(z) e ., 1 ’ q, which satisfies (2).

We intend to give, a.s a.n application of this result, an explicit
summa.tion formula.< g(n) for some q-additive functions, in a sub-
sequent article.

2. The following lemm plays a.n important part in the proof
of our Theorem.
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***) The values of g on the set (rq: l<r<q--1, keN), determine completely
the q-additive function g(n).
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Lemma (Functional equa.tion involving a q-additive function). If
g(n) e , then

q

where fr(z)==o g(rq)z e _q3, 1 < r< q- 1.
We sketch the proof of Lemma. Here we only consider a. q-additive

unction g(n) satisfying g(n)= O(n). Then the series in two va.riables,= bq(n)x, converges in some neighbourhood of (b, x)=(1, 0), and is
equal to

o (1+11 b(’x).
The equation

))}bq(n)xn 1+ bq(rq)xrq
b=l

gives

E (g(n) g(n-- 1))x=o 1-- x+
g(rq)x {x 1.

We make here Mellin transform of both sides and have
r.; ([t])t__dt= {(, )_(, r+Xq )}(0 g(rq)q-(*)"

Since g()e, it is easily seen tha the function f()=L,(q)
belongs to , and this roves our functional equation. or a q-additive
function () such that ()0(), we can rove our formula, through
making use of a q-additive function 0() defined by

O.(q) (q) q-,
where

(

a max Real part of the absolute convergence
<r< q-1

abscissa of (rq)q-

3. Now we sketch the proo of our heorem.
1. It is suNeient to prove that, under the condition

__
H()

=0, there exists a unique g(n)e sueh that

H(q ) , g([t]) -’dt.
’----1

In fact, for a given {H()}__, we put
q

F(z)= Hr(z)
r=l

then {H(z)}l satisfy

H()=0, and
7"=1

(.) into

and (z)--H(z)- 1F(z),
q

Since

__
H(z)=0, we can transform the left-hand side of
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r

where A(z)=<r H(z) e .
3o. For a given system B(z) e , 1 r q-- 1, we write

q-Br(q-) br(k)q-(+ ), 1 r q-- 1,
=0

and put f(rq) b(k), for 14 r q- 1, k O, and these determine the
q-additive function f(n). From the condition B(z) e for any r, we
can prove that f(n)e. Then our Lemma shows t.hat

( 3 ) s. q. f([t])t--dt s, s, B(q-
r= q

and the uniqueness of such f(n) can be proved easily. Conversely,
for a q-additive function f(n)e , we can define the q-1 functions
B(z) e , 1<r<q- 1, by B(z)==o f(rq)z, which satisfy (3). So,
by this one-to-one correspondence, we can find a unique q-additive
function g(n) e , for the system (Ar(z)}: which appeared in 2, with
the property

s. q’. g([t])t--dt H(q-) s,
r=l

4. Proof of the converse. We start from a given g(n) e and
a given H(z)e , and put

q

Hq(z)= --L_(z)- H(z),
q

where fr(Z)==o g(rq)z, 1 4 r4 q-- 1. Then these q unctions H(z),
lrq, satisfy (2) and every Hr(z) is in . The uniqueness of the
system {H(z)}= is verified easily and this proves our Theorem.
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